We determine the strong coupling cr, from a comprehensive study of energy-energy correlations (EEC) and their asymmetry (AEEC) in hadronic decays of Z bosons collected by the SLD experiment at SLAG. The data are compared with all four available predictions of +CD calculated up to O(a, ) in perturbation theory, and also with a resummed calculation matched to all four of these calculations. We find large discrepancies between o., values extracted Rom the difFerent O(a, ) calculations. We also Snd a large renormalization scale ambiguity in cx, determined &om the EEC using the O(a, ) calculations; this ambiguity is reduced in the case of the AEEC and is very small when the matched calculations are used. Averaging over all calculations, and over the EEC and AEEC results, we obtain n, (Mz) = 0.124+0'004(expt. )+0.009(theory).
I. INTRODUCTION
Measurement of the strong coupling cr, in various hard processes and at different hard scales is one of the crucial tests of quantum chromodynamics (/CD) [1] . In e+e annihilation o. , may be determined kom inclusive measures of the topology of hadronic events. We have previously determined a, &om the rate of multijet events in hadropic decays of Z bosons collected by the SLD experiment at SLAG [2] . We found a, (Mz) = 0.118 6 0.002(stat. ) +0.003(syst. ) + 0.010(theory), where the dominant uncertainty arises Rom uncalculated higher-order contributions in perturbation theory. Here we present complementary measurements of a, using energy-energy correlations (EEC) and the asymmetry of energy-energy correlations (AEEC) [3] . These are inclusive two-particle correlations that can be used to probe the structure of hadronic events in more detail than the event topology variables and can be calculated perturbatively in /CD. A comparison of o;, determined in this way with that measured kom event topology variables provides a significant consistency check of the validity of perturbative /CD. The EEC is defined as the normalized energy-weighted sum over all pairs of particles whose opening angles X;l ie between X -EX/2 and X+ b, X/2: where y is an opening angle to be studied for the correlations; 4y is a bin width; E; and E~a re the energies of particles i and j; and E";, is the sum of the energies of all particles in the event. In the central region, y 90, the shape of the EEC is determined by hard gluon emission; hadronization contributions are expected to be large in the collinear and back-to-back regions, y 0 and 180', respectively. The asymmetry of the EEC is defined as AEEC(X) = EEC(z. -X) -EEC(X).
Perturbative /CD calculations of the EEC were first performed up to O(n, ) in 1983 by Richards, Stirling, and Ellis (RSE) [4] . Since then simi&ar calculations have been performed by Ali and Barreiro (AB) [5] , Falck and Kramer (FK) [6] , and Kunszt and Nason (KN) [7] . These calculations, valid in the central region, have the general form 
where, to the same order in perturbation theory, a, (p, ) is related to the /CD scale AMs by [8] 50 bl »I»(S '/A', )] boln(p'/A' ) b' »(p'/&' ) (4) p is the renormalization scale, often expressed in terms of the factor f = p2/s,~s is the center-of-mass energy of the experiment, bo = (33 -2ny)/12lr, bl (153 -19ny)/29m. , nf is the number of active quark Qavors, and Ms denotes the modified minimal subtraction scheme. Here we have assumed the definition of AMs for five active fiavors. The first-order coefficients A(y) can be calculated analytically and the second-order coefficients B(y) are calculated numerically. The main diHerence between the four theoretical calculations mentioned above is in the method used to treat the singularities appearing in the second-order coefBcients in the angular regions g 0 and 180 . It is important to note that O(a2) perturbative /CD calculations do not specify the p value to be used for any physical observable, although this scale ambiguity will presumably vanish if the calculation is done to all orders in perturbation theory. Large scale ambiguities in determinations of o. , using such calculations for the EEC and event variables have been reported [2, 9ll] . There is an indication that the AEEC may be less sensitive to higherorder perturbative /CD contributions than the EEC [4] , and may therefore be expected to be less sensitive to changes of renormalization scale. One also expects a pri oui that nonperturbative hadronization effects will tend to cancel in the AEEC. Furtherlnore, discrepancies between the four O(ct, ) calculations of the EEC have been reported [ll] . These discrepancies between calculations each supposedly complete to O(n2) are not understood, but may be interpreted as an indication that not all O(a2) terms have been included in some or all of the calculations. In the absence of further information we assume that all calculations are equally valid and use them all in our determination of a"t aking the spread in o. , values as an indication of calculation uncertainty.
Recently progress has been made in perturbative /CD in the form of "resummed" calculations of certain event shape measures in e+e annihilation [12] . These techniques have been used [13, 14] to calculate the EEC in the back-to-back region, where a large contribution from soft and collinear gluon radiation appears, by exponentiating the leading and next-to-leading order terms in L = ln(1/y), where y = (1+cosy)/2, up to all ordersl in a, . Within this formalism the cumulative EEC can be written [13] REEc (y)-: EEC (y') dy' 0 ( OQ 1+ ) o.", C"Z(y, a, ) + ) a", Y"(y), =i n=l where n+1 »F(y~.)l =). C). G-'n ('/y) n=1 vn=1 = (G12L + G11L)a, + (G22L + G22L'+ G21L)a, + . = Lgl(a, L) + g2(a, L) + a.gs(o. '. L) + leading next-to-leading subleading C"and G"areconstants; Y"(y) are functions which vanish as y -+ 0; and the functions g1 and g2 are the sums of leading and next-to-leading logarithms in I, respectively.
Except for the term proportional to G21, which can be estimated from the O(a2) calculations, the subleading terms have not been calculated. An analytic evaluation of the EEC singularity structure [13] gives an approximate simplified form: Earlier work on a perturbative evaluation of the leading and next-to-leading order terms in L of the EEC was performed up to two-loop level by Collins and Soper [15] . This procedure is called the "R-matching" scheme. 2 Equation (9) can be differentiated with respect to and compared with the data. A "modified R matching" scheme is also proposed in Ref. [13] , whereby the subleading term proportional to G2t at O(a, ) [Eq. (6) ] is included in the arg»ment of the exponential in Eq. (9) . It can be argued that modified R matching is preferred theoretically [17] because the extra subleading term at O(o2) is explicitly exponentiated.
In this analysis we attempt to be as comprehensive as possible and compare all four O(a2) calculations with data in the central region to determine a, . We then combine the res»mmed calculation with all four of the fixed-order calculatious, using both the R-matching and modified R-matching schemes, to make an improved determination of a, . We study in particular the dependence of a, on the /CD renormalization scale, which is expected a priori to be weaker when the resummed calculation is used. We compare our results with n, measured from our jet rates analysis [2] and with measurements from LEP [9 -11,16,18 -22] .
II. THE SLD AND EVENT SELECTION
The data used in this analysis were recorded in 1992 by the SLC Large Detector (SLD) [23] from electronpositron annihilation events at the Z resonance produced by the SLAG Linear Collider (SLC) . A subset of the components of the SLD is used for this analysis. Charged particles are tracked in the vertex detector (VXD) [24] and in the central drift chamber (CDC) [23] . Moment»m measurement is provided by a uniform axial magnetic field of 0.6 T. Particle energies are measured in the liquid-argon calorimeter (LAC) [25] , which contains both electromagnetic and hadronic sections, and in the warm iron calorimeter [26] . In this analysis the calorimeters are used only for triggering and event selection.
Three triggers were used for hadronic events, one requiring a total LAC electromagnetic energy greater than 30 GeV, another requiring at least two well-separated tracks in the CDC, and a third requiring at least 8 GeV in the LAC and one track in the CDC. A selection of hadronic events was then made by two independent methods, one based on the topology of energy depositions in the calorimeters, the other on the number and topology of charged tracks measured in the C DC .
The analysis presented here used charged tracks measured in the CD C and VXD . A set of cuts was applied to the data to select well-measured tracks and events well contained within the detector acceptance. Tracks were required to have (1) a distance from the measured interaction point, at the point of closest approach, of less than 5 cm in the direction transverse to the beam axis
III. MEASUREMENT OF EEC AND AEEC
The EEC was calculated using all pairs of selected charged tracks, assigning each the charged pion mass. Figure 1 shows the measured EEC and AEEC. The bin width was chosen to be 3.6', which is much larger than the two-particle angular resolution of the detector, so as to minimize bin-to-bin migration eKects in the data correction procedure to be described later. Also shown in Fig. 1 Another scheme, "1nR matching, " has also been proposed [12] to combine the resummed and O(cx, ) calculations for event shape variables, but it cannot be applied reliably to the EEC [16] . decays of Z bosons, combined with a simulation of the SLD, and the same event reconstruction and selection procedures as applied to the data. For each program 100000 events were generated. For JETSET we used parameter va1ues determined by the TASSO Collaboration at~s = 35 GeV [31], which have been found to be in good agreement with Z data [32] . Fol' HERWIG we used the default parameter values which were derived from comparisons with LEP data [33] . Both simulations reproduce the general features of the data. We used both JETSET and HER% IG simulations to correct our data for the eHects of initial-state photon radiation, detector acceptance and resolution, interactions and decays in the detector, analysis cuts, and unmeasured neutral particles. The measured EEC, EEC, (X;), was corrected to the hodrori leve/, EECh d, (X;), by applying bin-by-bin correction factors, Cgp~c(X;):
where the correction factors were calculated by comparing Monte Carlo results before and after detector simulation:
where EECdMt"~,(X;) represents the histogram content at bin y, of the EEC obtained &om the charged particles of the reconstructed Monte Carlo events, and EEChMcd, (X;) represents that from all the stable particles with lifetimes greater than 3 x 10 io s in the generated Monte Carlo events with no initial-state photon radiation. The corrected AEEC was then derived &om the corrected EEC. Systematic errors in this correction procedure will be discussed later.
We corrected the data further for the eEects of ( 5, where yDF is the y per degree of freedom of the fit. Fig. 1(a) ]. We have found that this is due to differences in the relative production of charged and neutral particles, which also lead to the small differences seen in Fig. 1 . However, the overall corrections to the parton level are found to be very similar in the central region. The differences between the JETSET and HERWIG correction factors will be discussed in the section on systematic errors (Sec. IV). It is also interesting that, despite the a priori expectation that hadronization e6ects should cancel in the AEEC, the magnitude of the deviation of the hadronization correction factors from unity is comparable for the AEEC and EEC.
The statistical errors on the EEC and AEEC have strong bin-to-bin correlations because each track in each event contributes to several bins. The statistical error in each bin was estimated by ta»ng the rms of the contents of that bin over ten Monte Carlo samples, each with the same number of events as the data sample. These errors were used in the fits below. Fig. 4 , but for the AEEC.
5(b).
In order to estimate the statistical errors on a, we made use of the previously generated ten sets of Monte Carlo events. We performed the same fitting procedure to the EEC and the AEEC for each of these sets and took the rms deviation of the ten a, values thus determined to be the statistical error of the fitted a, [ are common to each /CD calculation: (1) a, (Mz2) depends strongly on f, the dependence being stronger for the EEC than for the AEEC; (2) at low f the fit quality deteriorates rapidly, and neither o. , nor its error can be interpreted meaningfully;
(3) the fits are relatively good in the scale range f & 2 x 10 for the EEC and f & 5 x 10 2 for the AEEC, and there is no strong preference for a particular scale. Similar features were seen in our a, measurement from jet rates [2] . It should be noted that a comparison of o. , results &om the various calculations at any particular scale f reveals systematic The experimental systematic errors, which arise &om uncertainties in modeling the acceptance, efficiency, and resolution of the detector, are summarized in Table II. The largest contribution is from the understanding of the effects of our track and event selection cuts, which we evaluate by varying the cuts over wide ranges. We also varied the tracking efficiency and resolution by large amounts in our Monte Carlo simulations to account for any possible biases. In addition, the change in a, is negligible w'hen bins at either end of the fit range are removed. Effects due to limited Monte Carlo statistics are relatively small compared with the other errors. Total experimental systematic errors on o, , are estimated to be +~'&Q for the EEC and +0.004 for the AEEC. +0.0023 -0.0032 +0.0040 -0.0042
This has also been observed previously [llj.
Di8erences observed for changes of the other main fragmentation parameters in JETsET, cr~, a and 6, are small and negligible compared to those of Qp.
These should be compared with overall shifts in a,(M, ) of +0.014 (EEC) and -0.015 (AEEC) due to the hadronisation corrections. and 5, respectively. The central value of a, was taken as the midpoint of a, in that f range; the calculation uncertainty was taken as the rms at the central value; and the Scale uncertainty was taken as the difference between the central value and the extrema. We obtain EEC: a, (M&) = 0.127 6 0.001(stat. )+o'sos(syst. ) +0.013(theory), AEEC: a, (M&) = 0.1166 0.002(stat. ) +0.004(syst. ) + 0.006(theory).
The total theoretical uncertainty is the sum in quadrature of contributions from hadronization (+0.002 for EEC, +o'oo2 for AEEC), calculation (+0.006 for EEC, +0.004 for AEEC), and scale (+0.011 for EEC, +0.003 for AEEC) uncertainties. These a, values are in agreement with our measurement from jet rates [2] . They are also in agreement within experimental errors with o. , measurements from the EEC and AEEC by other groups [9 -11,18] . A large theoretical uncertainty, dominated by the scale uncertainty, was also found in our a, measurement from jet rates [2] and is related to uncalculated higher-order terms in /CD perturbation theory. The scale uncertainty for the AEEC is smaller than that for the EEC, perhaps indicating that the contribution from uncalculated higher-order terms is smaller in the former case as discussed in Sec. I. Finally, the discrepancy in o. , between the four calculations is a significant contribution to the total uncertainty for the EEC, and the dominant contribution for the AEEC. Fig. 10 , are qualitatively similar, but are found to have a slightly larger variation of a, with f than that from modified R-matching, probably due to the neglect of the subleading term in the exponentiation (Sec. I).
To quote a single value of a, for each matched calculation we adopt the same procedure as in the O(a2) fits but use the range I/O ( f & 4, where the lower bound ensures that 6t qualities remain reasonable. This is the same f range that we considered in our n, measurement from jet rates using resummed calculations [2] . The results are shown in Table I . %e note that in each case the matched fit yields systematically larger o;, values than the O(n2) fit, and that the modified R-matching results are systematically larger than the B-matching results. Taking the average over all four calculations as before, and averaging over both matching schemes, we obtain Fig. 10(b) ]. However, Fig. 10(a) shows that the change in n, (Mz) between f =snd f = 0.06 is at most 0.002 in magnitude (FK calculation). The change in the mean or, (Mz), averaging over sll four calculations, is sxnaller than 0.0004, which is negligible compared with statistical errors. Therefore, extending the f range down to 0.06 does not acct our final cx, result, and we use the range -( f ( 4 for consistency with the jet rates analysis [2] . Fig. 9 , but for the B-matching scheme.
where the total theoretical uncertainty is the sum in quadrature of contributions from hadroniz ation (+0.002), calculation (+0.005), scale (+0.002), and matching (+0.004) uncertainties. Here we defined a symmetric matching uncertainty as half the difference in a, values between R-matching and modified R-matching as a contribution to the total theoretical uncertainty. It is interesting to note that the dominant uncertainty in this case arises &om the discrepancies between the four O(n, ) calculations, the scale uncertainty being even smaller than the total experimental error. Resolution of this discrepancy between calculations would potentially yield, therefore, a precise measurement of a, in e+e annihilation at the Zo resonance. The above result is in agreement with that &om the O(n2) fits to the EEC within experimental errors, and with the result &om the O(n, ) fits to the AEEC within the combined experimental errors and theoretical uncertainties.
V. SUMMARY
We have measured energy-energy correlations and their asymmetry in hadronic Z decays and compared our corrected data with four O(n, ) perturbative /CD calculations in order to extract a, . We have also combined these calculations with a resummed calculation using two matching schemes and extracted n, &om the EEC. We obtained n, ( The renormalization scale ambiguity dominates the uncertainty in the first case, but in the second and third cases it is dominated by the discrepancy between the four O(n2) calculations.
In the third case there is also a large uncertainty from matching the O(n~&) and resummed calculations. The renormalization scale dependence of the O(nz) results, as well as the reduction of renormalization scale sensitivity and the increase in measured a, with the application of resummed calculations, is similar to that reported in our measurement of n, &om jet rates [2] . The results using O(n2) and resummed+O(n2) calculations are also consistent within experimental errors with similar analyses by the LEP experiments [9 -11,16,18 -22] . Taking an unweighted average over all three results we obtain n, (Mz) = 0.124+o o&4(expt. ) + 0.009(theory), corresponding to AMs --317+s4(expt. ) + 144(theory) MeV.
